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A major theme in thermoelectric research
is based on controlling the formation
of nanostructures that occur naturally in
bulk intermetallic alloys through various
types of thermodynamic phase transfor-
mation processes (He et al., 2013). The
question of how such nanostructures form
and why they lead to a high thermo-
electric figure of merit (zT) are scientifi-
cally interesting and worthy of attention.
However, as we discuss in this opinion,
any processing route based on thermody-
namic phase transformations alone will be
difficult to implement in thermoelectric
applications where thermal stability and
reliability are important. Attention should
also be focused on overcoming these limi-
tations through advanced post-processing
techniques.

The primary effect of nanostructure
formation is presently believed to be a
reduction in the lattice thermal conduc-
tivity without a corresponding degrada-
tion in the electrical conductivity and
Seebeck coefficient, resulting in large val-
ues of zT for a number of different alloys.
It is also possible for nanostructures to
increase power factor through an energy
filtering effect (Faleev and Léonard, 2008).
Due to the constraints imposed by effec-
tive medium theory (Bergman and Levy,
1991), the effective zT of a composite can-
not be larger than any of its components
under small temperature gradients. This
means that any increase in zT of a mate-
rial with small scale inhomogeneity must
be attributed to transport across inter-
faces. A major problem with nanostructur-
ing through phase transformations is that
thermodynamic driving forces will always

result in the elimination of interfaces and
a corresponding reduction in zT over time
at elevated temperatures. A related and
less appreciated problem is that alloys
with nanoscale microstructures are also
likely to have inhomogeneities at much
larger length scales. A system with dif-
ferent microstructural features at varying
scales as opposed to uniform nanostruc-
tures has been suggested to have higher zT
(Biswas et al., 2012). However, all the dif-
ferent microstructural features will evolve
at elevated temperatures. In this circum-
stance, multiple microstructural features
will interact in an unpredictable man-
ner. There is no a priori reason why
the driving force for coarsening will be
reduced. Advanced post-processing steps
can provide opportunities to overcome
these limitations and potentially produce
large volumes of material with a uni-
form, refined microstructure and higher
reliability. The post-processing of inhomo-
geneous thermoelectrics is just as impor-
tant as reaching the highest values of
zT in materials with a particular type of
microstructure.

Inhomogeneity at any length scale
implies some sort of compositional or
morphological variations that coexist
within a bulk monolith. There are several
ways of achieving inhomogeneity through
thermodynamic driven processes, includ-
ing: phase decomposition or precipitation,
ordering, and diffusionless or martensitic
transformations. An important question
about these potential mechanisms for pro-
ducing nanostructures is whether they
result in a uniformly distributed nanos-
tructure that maximizes the interface

density over a large material volume.
Any process that relies on nucleation and
growth will face challenges in implementa-
tion because surface-energy driven effects
lead to non-uniform nanostructures over
large volumes of material with limited
temperature stability. For example, if the
initial nucleation of a new phase occurs
heterogeneously at a particular defect,
it is nearly impossible to redistribute
that phase uniformly away from these
defects. In addition, at elevated tempera-
tures where diffusion is active, nanoscale
precipitates will coarsen and cease to be
nanoscale, reducing their effectiveness.
The process where the average size of pre-
cipitates increases with time can occur
through coalescence if the precipitates are
mobile. If precipitates of varying sizes are
present and diffusion is active, Ostwald
ripening or coarsening will increase the
size of the larger precipitates at the expense
of the smaller ones. Processes that result
from the growth of compositional insta-
bilities such as spinodal decomposition
are more promising in terms of long-range
uniformity because there is no nucleation
event, but still can suffer from coarsening
and discontinuities at grain boundaries
(Gronsky and Thomas, 1975). Martensitic
transformations are promising in terms of
uniformity and stability, but do not seem
to occur in many compounds with a high
thermoelectric figure of merit. A possible
exception is Ag2Te (Manolikas, 1987).

The different possible strategies for
using thermodynamics to nanostructure
materials are shown in Figure 1. A typ-
ical, hypothetical binary phase diagram
is shown in which M and N form a
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FIGURE 1 | A typical eutectic binary phase diagram for components M

and N is shown in (A). Four different heat treatment strategies are
schematically shown for producing nanostructured materials: solid-state

precipitation (B) and (E), hypoeutectic solidification (C), eutectic solidification
(D), and ordering (F). The challenges of these types of microstructures are
discussed in the text.

eutectic at approximately 50% N. First,
consider solid-state precipitation of sec-
ond phases as shown in Figures 1B,E. In
both cases, the curvature of the solvus line
allows a supersaturated solution of α or
β to be fabricated. When temperature is
reduced, second-phase precipitates form.
In Figure 1B, the grain interiors show
discrete and uniformly distributed small-
scale precipitates. This type of microstruc-
ture with round, nanoscale precipitates
uniformly distributed in the material is
ideal for scattering phonons. However,
at grain boundaries, the precipitates are
larger in size as a result of heterogeneous
nucleation, and the precipitates coarsen at
elevated temperature, increasing in aver-
age size with longer anneal times. In
Figure 1E, the precipitate morphology is
different than that in Figure 1B as a result
of elastic and surface energy contributions
to the precipitate morphology. The pre-
cipitates are not round, but rather are flat
plates, and their initial nucleation occurs
on planar defects that accommodate com-
positional variations (similar to AgSbTe2-
Sb2Te3; Sugar and Medlin, 2011). In this
case, an interconnected second-phase dis-
tribution forms with an overall lower zT
from an effective medium perspective that
is also subject to coarsening with time

at elevated temperatures. As a result of
both heterogeneous nucleation and coars-
ening, these two examples show that solid-
state precipitation can only have limited
applicability for enhancing zT in bulk
thermoelectrics. In very specific situations
with the appropriate chemical, elastic, and
interfacial properties, a system of uni-
formly distributed and distinctly separated
round precipitates can form, but these
types of nanostructures are still unstable at
elevated temperatures for long times.

Next, consider the hypoeutectic solid-
ification (or hypereutectic depending
on the labeling of the components) in
Figure 1C. In this case, the solute rejection
that occurs during solidification forces the
nanostructured material to occur only at
grain boundaries. As a result, the grain
interiors are free of nanostructures. In
addition, the nanostructured lamellae that
occur at grain boundaries will still coarsen
at elevated temperature. This microstruc-
ture also has limited use for enhancing
thermoelectric properties.

Eutectic solidification seems more
promising because the solidification
process involves three-phase equilib-
rium, therefore it is easier to form a
homogeneously distributed nanostruc-
ture over a large volume of material at

appropriate solidification rates. However,
at any temperature where diffusion is
active, the lamellae will coarsen to remove
interfaces and lower the total energy.
Similarly, an ordering reaction like the one
depicted in Figure 1F has the potential
to be uniformly distributed throughout
a large volume of material, but at ele-
vated temperature there will be a driving
force to reduce the number of antiphase
boundaries and coarsen the domains.

Experimentally, each one of the sit-
uations depicted in Figure 1 have been
explored. Examples include second-
phase precipitates in PbTe (Lensch-Falk
et al., 2010), AgSbTe2 (Burmeister and
Stevenson, 1964; Sharma et al., 2010),
and LAST (Perlt et al., 2013), eutectic
solidification in PbTe (Ikeda et al., 2007),
spinodal decomposition in PbTe-GeTe
(Gorsse et al., 2011) and PbSnTe-PbS
(Androulakis et al., 2007), and ordering
in AgSbTe2 (Ma et al., 2013) and TAGS
(Cook et al., 2007). All of these materials
have high zT at elevated temperature and
are being considered for power generation
applications. Any of the phase transforma-
tions shown in Figure 1 can occur through
two processes. First, the continuous diffu-
sion of atoms down chemical potential
gradients results in short-range ordering
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or segregation that eventually becomes
long-range if the process is allowed to
continue. This type of process is spinodal-
like. Alternatively, the transformation
process may occur through a discontin-
uous nucleation event, for which there
is an energetic barrier, followed by the
growth of the nucleated phase. Regardless
of the mechanism, the processes that form
nanostructures are prone to discontinuous
reactions at defects, and these nanostruc-
tures remain stable only when diffusion is
slow, at relatively low temperatures.

Given the challenges with controlling
the nanostructure in multi-component
thermoelectric compounds, it is unlikely
that thermodynamic-driven processes
implemented with simple heat treatments
will be effective in producing reliable,
nanostructured bulk materials. The value
for zT is highly temperature dependent in
any given material. If diffusion is active
near the temperatures at which zT is large,
precipitate coarsening will quickly elimi-
nate any improvement in device efficiency.
A strategy for fixing shape and size of
precipitates over time at elevated tempera-
tures is needed to make use of a high zT in
this case.

An analogy can be found in precipita-
tion hardened Al alloys, which are oper-
ated at low temperatures where diffusion
is slow in order to retain their precipi-
tate distribution and structure. At elevated
temperatures, such alloys lose the mechan-
ical properties for which they are designed.
For thermoelectrics, such a strategy would
only work for materials with an optimal
zT at low temperatures, such as materi-
als based on alloys of Bi or Bi2Te3. For
higher temperature operation, approaches
that pin interfacial motion with impuri-
ties or that produce special interfaces with
decreased mobilities might be possible
with more exotic processing techniques.
To draw more analogies with metallurgical
processing, structural metals are not nor-
mally used with an as-cast microstructure.
In addition to heat treatments, forging,
working, and hot/cold rolling of metals
must be used to achieve a microstructure
more suitable for structural applications.
Similarly, other post-processing steps can
be implemented in bulk thermoelectric
materials to produce low mobility inter-
faces that can retain nanostructures at
elevated temperatures.

Many studies of high zT materials
often use advanced sintering techniques,
such as field assisted sintering or hot
pressing (Biswas et al., 2012), to achieve
high density. Techniques such as equal
channel angular extrusion (Im et al.,
2004) and cryo-milling (Kuo et al., 2011)
show promise as methods for refining
the microstructure of bulk thermoelectric
materials for homogeneity. These kinds
of post-processing techniques are proba-
bly also useful for maintaining the sta-
bility of nanostructures. One way this
might happen is that in the crushing and
sintering processes, foreign species can
be incorporated at grain boundaries that
inhibit grain growth and can limit pre-
cipitate coarsening to dimensions com-
mensurate with a single grain. In this
scenario, the foreign species must have a
small solubility in the material of inter-
est at the operating temperatures of inter-
est. Alternatively, post-processing might
result in interfaces with particularly slow
kinetics of motion even at elevated tem-
perature, which would impede coarsening
phenomena. A significant effort is needed
to understand what types of interfaces
show promise for having slow migration
kinetics at typical operating temperatures.
Although the synthesis of new bulk ther-
moelectrics with nanoscale inhomogene-
ity will probably result in the discovery
of higher values of zT, these materials are
not necessarily useful in their as prepared
form. For long-term, reliable use of these
materials, additional processing steps that
go beyond simple heat treatments will be
needed to retain and stabilize nanostruc-
tures over the desired range of operating
conditions.
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